
BASF has started rolling out its digital suite of
tools, set to offer an extra layer of precision to
arable farmers. The xarvio range of solutions was
developed originally by Bayer, but divested by the
company following its acquisition of Monsanto.

“We’re pleased to have xarvio on board,” says
Louis Wells, BASF UK solutions and services 
manager. “Our over-arching objective is to make
farming more precise, and xarvio aims to bring
that to a cm2 level within the field.”

Two tools in particular are available –– 
xarvio Scouting has been launched and offers
identification for a range of weeds, pests,
diseases and other crop properties through your
smartphone. xarvio Field Manager is a decision
support tool that tailors agronomic advice to your
crop conditions, which is currently undergoing
evaluation and will be launched in the UK in 2020,
says Louis.

Dubbed “the assistant in your pocket”, xarvio
Scouting detects in-field stress from photos you
upload through an app, available for free for both
iOS and Android phones. There are five tools to
which you can beam your problem photos:

Weed Identification can currently identify
117 different broadleaf weeds, while the aim is to 
build this to 800. Within seconds the app will 

feed back which weed it is with a percentage 
confidence rating.

Yellow Trap Analysis will assess the contents 
of a standard in-field water trap and can tell the
difference between cabbage stem flea beetle,
seed weevil and pollen beetle, for example, giving
you numbers found of each.

Disease Recognition identifies most 
diseases in wheat and barley, although not yet
rhynchosporium.

Nitrogen Status includes elements of Yara’s
Irix tool, built into xarvio, that feeds back information
on nitrogen content of a wheat or oilseed rape
crop, based on a picture of its canopy.

Leaf Damage Detection is a quick way to get
an accurate figure on leaf area damaged by stress
or disease.

With thousands of users worldwide, Scouting
relies on machine learning to improve its ability to
accurately detect what it sees, says Louis, and you
can also tell it if you think it’s wrong. “You have to
train the tool, and the more images it receives, the
better it will get. So we’re keen that as many
growers and agronomists as possible get 
snapping and sending.”

xarvio Field Manager uses a traffic light system
to give you feedback on whether your crop needs
a treatment. You set up your fields and then 
enter information such as variety, sowing date,
cultivations, previous cropping, etc. xarvio 
calculates growth stage and risk of disease,
based on local weather, says the product’s 
implementation lead Luke Pollard.

“It recommends a treatment, with a purple icon
for optimal timing or a white one for sub-optimal.
This is based on previous treatments, and the tool
recognises a wide range of products, not just
BASF fungicides,” he says.

“It also brings in satellite-generated NDVI data,

Luke Pollard (left) and Louis Wells say the xarvio
digital suite of tools will offer an extra layer of
precision to arable farmers.

and gives you zone maps indicating five levels 
of crop biomass, which enable variable-rate 
applications, within resistance-stewardship 
guidelines.”

To set up, it will pull in shape files from other
software packages for your fields, but currently
there’s no application programming interface (API)
with Gatekeeper, Muddy Boots, Rhiza, Omnia or
any of the other platforms. So be prepared for
plenty of multiple-entry record-keeping if you want
to make any use of it.

That said, Pat Thornton is one of ten UK 
farmers currently taking it through its paces and
gives it the thumbs-up. “It took less than an 
hour to set up, had all of the products I use in
drop-down menus and was bang-on in terms of
growth stage,” he says.

Looking to launch in the UK next year, it’s likely
to go head-to-head with Bayer’s Climate Fieldview,
already used across 24M ha of the US, Canada
and Brazil. “The advantage xarvio has is that it’s
based on European models for growth stage and
disease,” notes Louis. Maglis, BASF’s original 
digital farming platform, is being incorporated
within xarvio.

Field Manager uses icons to indicate 
optimal timing for treatments and brings 
in satellite-generated NDVI data.

xarvio complements chemistry with algorithms and machine learning
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